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The history of the universe



Edwin Hubble (1929)
• Il a découvert que les nébuleuses spirales étaient à une très grande 

distance - beaucoup plus lointaines que les étoiles dans la voie lactée

• Il a découvert que nous habitons un univers plein de galaxies.

• Il a montré que l’univers est en état d'expansion.  

• Du taux d'expansion on peut déduire que l’âge de l’univers est 
d'environ dix milliards d'années.



Une longue histoire
1937 – Fritz Zwicky a deduit la masse des 
amas de Galaxies en utilisant leurs vitesses

M/L = 500 M◉/L◉

Amas de Coma, V~1000km/s 
M~ 5 1014 M◉

la masse de Coma est beaucoup plus que la 
masse de toutes les étoiles dans les galaxies 
- il a parlé de la <<masse manquante>> 
- mais en vérité c’est la lumière qui manquait

1932: Jan Oort parle de matière noire  au voisinage  
du Soleil dans la Voie Lactée 
➔Solides, poussières, gaz, astres morts…



L’amas de galaxies <<Coma>>



Penzias et Wilson (Bell Labs) 1965

• They discovered the 
cosmic microwave 
background radiation

• Coming equally from all 
directions 

• A “fossil” of the early 
universe

• It gives us a snap-shot of 
the universe 400,000yrs 
after the big bang



The triumphs and problems of the Big Bang
• Big bang is a good working model + framework for interpreting obs.

• It correctly explains the abundance of light elements in stars

• Cosmologists understand the universe from t ~ 1s to t ~ 1017s

• Using well established physics (nuclear + GR)

• Perhaps surprising that things are so simple (<= singularity theorems)

• But only works if density of baryons is low

• But there are some problems

• The gravitational potential and kinetic energies must be exquisitely 
balanced at early times

• Why is the universe so old? How to explain the extreme isotropy?

• And what happened before the big bang?

• The above problems stem from the fact that, for any sensible matter content, 
the rate of expansion is decreasing with time



The inflationary revolution 1979-1982
• Standard model of particle physics ~ mid 20th century

• Involves unification of weak nuclear and EM forces

• Spont. sym. breaking of Higgs field plays a central role

• Plus good reasons to believe strong force is unified at EGUT ~ 1015GeV

• Guth: if region of Universe becomes dominated by scalar “inflaton” at tGUT 
then this gives strong tension -> exponential expansion

• Inflation explains the origin of the matter in the universe

• Requires 60-70 e-foldings

• Prepares the universe in state with balance of kinetic and potential E

• answers: “What happened before the big bang?”

• 1982 Rutherford workshop:

• With minimal 0-pt fluctuations allowed by QM this explains the “scale 
invariant” seeds needed for structure formation



Le modèle standard de la physique des particules



Alan Guth et l’invention de l’inflation



From 1982 to the new millenium

• Inflation predicts a flat universe (Ω = 1)

• But observations show 

• Ωm ~= 0.3

• Problems with age of universe if Ω = 1

• Problems with growth rate of clusters of galaxies…..

• 1999 - SN1a Hubble diagram - the universe is starting to inflate again

• 2002 - WMAP - the universe really is flat

• Something else is needed to make Ω = 1 and drive acceleration

• Dark energy: either Einstein’s Λ or another scalar (“quintessence”)

• The universe has 4-phases: 

• Inflation - radiation dom - matter dominated - late time inflation



L’expansion de l’univers (1999) - on a besoin d’énergie sombre
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Ω= ρ/ρcrit

ρcrit = 10-29g/cm3

La densité de l’Univers et 
son courbure

Ω>1

Ω<1

Ω=1



Le fond diffus 
cosmologique nous 
dit que l’univers est 

plat

Boomerang

closed

open



The history of the universe



The probes of cosmological structure
• Anisotropy of the microwave background

• Large-angles -> gravitational redshift

• Small-angles -> Physics of Universe ca 400,000yrs

• Galaxy clustering

• Power Spectrum (but complicated “bias”)

• Redshift space distortions -> growth rate of structure

• Baryon acoustic oscillations

• Bulk flows

• compare flows + structure at low-z -> “great attractor” etc.

• Gravitational lensing

• Direct probe of total (baryonic + dark) matter density

• Test of general relativity (probes space-space metric perturbation)



Image of the cosmic microwave background from the 
Planck satellite

This radiation is a nearly perfectly uniform and isotropic 
relic of the big bang

We see here tiny - 1 part in 100,000 - fluctuations  



Le fond diffus cosmique micro-onde

Planck : spectre de puissance

T=13,8 Gyr

Une mine d’informations!

Vestige du Big-Bang, Température de corps noir 2.7 Kelvin





Large-scale structure - Galaxy redshift surveys

Simulations 
    CDM

Observations



The cosmic web in the 2df galaxy redshift survey



Redshift space distortions



Gravitational lensing:
Map the total matter density 

Test GR



The content of the universe

➔Baryons= protons, neutrons = “ordinary” matter 

➔ Dark matter: collisionless - nature unknown - WIMPS? 

➔ Dark energy: Einsteins Λ? Or a dynamical field?  

➔ The “inflaton” — scalar field to drive inflation 

5%

25%

70%



The next decade - a golden age for cosmology

LSST
Euclid

Square kilometer array



Gravitational redshift in Clusters of galaxies

• Largest bound virialised systems ~1014-1015Msun

• Velocity dispersion σv~1000 km/s (~0.003c)

• so grav. potential is φ ~ σv2 ~ 10-5 c2 
• Centres - occupied by the brightest galaxy (BCG)

• These should be red-shifted relative to the other gals



Clusters in the Millenium Simulation (Y. Cai)
Gravitational redshift & uRSD 5

Figure 1. Top row: particle distributions within 10 Mpc/h radius from the main halo centre projected along one major axises of the simulation box. n in
the label of the colour bars is the number of dark matter particles in each pixel. Middle row: the same zones but showing the potential values of all particles.
Sub-haloes and neighbouring structures induce local potential minima. Bottom row: the gravitational redshift profiles with respect to the cluster centres. The
dashed lines shows the spherical averaged profile, Φiso, which is the same as equal-directional weighting from the halo centres. Sub-haloes and neighbours
cause the mass weighted profiles Φobs to be biased low compared to the spherical averaging. This is similar to observations where the observed profiles are
weighted by galaxies.
c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000



Wojtak, Hansen & Hjorth (Nature 2011)

• Wojtek, Hansen & Hjorth stacked 7,800 
galaxy clusters from SDSS DR7 in 
redshift space

• centres defined by the brightest 
cluster galaxies (BCGs)

• approx 10 redshifts per cluster

• They found a net offset (blue-shift) 
corresponding to v = -10 km/s

• c.f. ~600km/s l.o.s velocity dispersion

• Interpreted as gravitational redshift effect

• right order of magnitude, sign

• “Confirms GR, rules out TeVeS”

• Had been suggested before (Cappi 1995; 
Broadhurst+Scannapiaco, ....)
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Figure 1 Velocity distributions of galaxies combined from 7, 800 SDSS galaxy clusters. The line-
of-sight velocity (vlos) distributions are plotted in four bins of the projected cluster-centric distances
R. They are sorted from the top to bottom according to the order of radial bins indicated in the
upper left corner and offset vertically by an arbitrary amount for presentation purposes. Red lines
present the histograms of the observed galaxy velocities in the cluster rest frame and black solid
lines show the best fitting models. The model assumes a linear contribution from the galaxies
which do not belong to the cluster and a quasi-Gaussian contribution from the cluster members
(see SI for more details). The cluster rest frames and centres are defined by the redshifts and the
positions of the brightest cluster galaxies. The error bars represent Poisson noise.
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Figure 2 Constraints on gravitational redshift in galaxy clusters. The effect manifests itself as a
blueshift ∆ of the velocity distributions of cluster galaxies in the rest frame of their BCGs. Velocity
shifts were estimated as the mean velocity of a quasi-Gaussian component of the observed velocity
distributions (see Fig. 1). The error bars represent the range of ∆ parameter containing 68 per cent
of the marginal probability and the dispersion of the projected radii in a given bin. The blueshift
(black points) varies with the projected radius R and its value at large radii indicates the mean
gravitational potential depth in galaxy clusters. The red profile represents theoretical predictions of
general relativity calculated on the basis of the mean cluster gravitational potential inferred from
fitting the velocity dispersion profile under the assumption of the most reliable anisotropic model
of galaxy orbits (see SI for more details). Its width shows the range of ∆ containing 68 per cent
of the marginal probability. The blue solid and dashed lines show the profiles corresponding to two
modifications of standard gravity: f(R) theory4 and the tensor-vector-scalar (TeVeS) model5, 6.
Both profiles were calculated on the basis of the corresponding modified gravitational potentials
(see SI for more details). The prediction for f(R) represents the case which maximises the deviation
from the gravitational acceleration in standard gravity on the scales of galaxy clusters. Assuming
isotropic orbits in fitting the velocity dispersion profile lowers the mean gravitational depth of the
clusters by 20 per cent. The resulting profiles of gravitational redshift for general relativity and
f(R) theory are still consistent with the data and the discrepancy between prediction of TeVeS
and the measurements remains nearly the same. The arrows show characteristic scales related to
the mean radius rv of the virialized parts of the clusters.
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Supplementary Figure 1 Velocity diagram combined from kinematic data of 7800 galaxy clusters
detected in the SDSS11 Data Release 7. Velocities vlos of galaxies with respect to the brightest
cluster galaxies are plotted as a function of the projected cluster-centric distance R. Blue lines are
the iso-density contours equally spaced in the logarithm of galaxy density in the vlos − R plane.
The arrows show characteristic scales related to the mean virial radius estimated in dynamical
analysis of the velocity dispersion profile. Data points represent 20 per cent of the total sample.
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The physics of cluster gravitational redshifts

• Einstein gravity

• gravitational "time dilation"

• Weak field limit

• δν/ν = -Φ/c2

• Measured by Pound & Rebka (Harvard '59)

Is that it?

cluster



Equivalence principle & the Pound + Rebka experiment

• Einstein’s Equivalence Principle: Observers on 
earth should see light red-shifted. 

• Pound and Rebka (1959, 1960):  He was right.



Einstein (1910) thought experiment



Einstein's calculation of the redshift in a rocket

• during time δt = x / c it 
takes the photon to make 
trip the velocity of receiver 
changes: δv = g δt = g x / c.

• Doppler shift: δλ/λ = δv / c 
= g x / c2

• But is this gravity?

4 Nick Kaiser
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Figure 1. Schematic space-time diagram for exchange of a pho-
ton in flat space-time between a pair of freely-falling observers
(thin lines) and between a pair of observers being subject to non-
gravitational acceleration (thick lines). Relative motions and ac-
celerations are assumed here to be aligned with the photon path.
Bunn & Hogg (2009) pointed out that for any such photon path
and freely falling observers the emission and reception events can
be taken to lie on the world lines of a pair of observers who live
on opposite ends of a uniformly accelerating rod with those world
lines being tangent to those of the freely falling observers. This is
possible since one can choose the initial position and velocity of
the rod to make the observer at one end of the rod be co-located
and co-moving with the freely falling emitter at the emission event
and one can then choose the length of the rod and its acceleration
so that, by the time the photon reaches the freely falling receiver
the other end of the rod has caught up with it. The accelerated
observers perceive the rod to have fixed length, though in the
‘lab-frame’ the rod will appear progressively foreshortened. The
freely falling observers view the redshift as a Doppler effect with
∆λ/λ = ∆v/c (for ∆v ≪ c) caused by their relative motion. The
accelerated observers would note that the redshift is related to
their acceleration a and the rod length l by ∆λ/λ = al/c2.

name, GR is an absolute theory since whether or not there is
a gravitational field in some region of space is unambiguously
measurable from geodesic deviation of freely-falling test par-
ticles (though the values of the components of the curvature
tensor are coordinate system dependent). The curvature, or
tidal field, is unaffected by the presence of any observers
(real or imaginary) who might be accelerated by rockets.1 If
the curvature vanishes in the region of space-time containing

1 Rindler (1970) gives an interesting argument, which he at-
tributes to Dennis Sciama, that the weight of objects sensed by an
accelerated observer in a rocket can be thought of, in a Machian
sense, as gravity arising from the relative acceleration of the rest
of the Universe. That argument cannot be applied here, since the
acceleration of the imaginary intervening observers is determined
by the arbitrary choice of their velocities; this is generally varying
along the photon path and the gradient of this is not equal to the
real tidal field.

the observers and the photon path then whatever happens
there can hardly be said to be a gravitational redshift.

Similarly, while the velocity of an object depends on
the frame from which it is observed, the relative velocity
of two objects in their centre of velocity frame is another
absolute quantity. Accelerated observers know that they are
being accelerated. Once they allow for this the accelerated
observers here would be in full agreement with the cop as
to how fast the motorist was approaching.

It is true that in the Pound & Rebka (1959) experiment
the wavelength shift ∆λ/λ = gh/c2 they measured is the
same as the (constant) relative velocity of a pair of hypo-
thetical freely-falling observers launched so as to be tangent
to the world-lines of the actual emitter and receiver at the
interaction events (this being the relative velocity in the
‘lab’ or in the centre of velocity frame – the difference be-
ing negligible – but not the difference in velocities at times
of the actual events). But that is just telling us that this
experimental result is fully accounted for by the fact that
the real apparatus is being accelerated by non-gravitational

stresses in the instrument supports and in the planet that is
standing in the way of its natural free fall. From a Syngean
perspective, Pound & Rebka did not measure a gravitational

redshift at all as their experiment was simply not sensitive
enough to measure the gravitational curvature or tide.

Accelerated observers are interesting, but are something
of a distraction. For redshifts between galaxies there are no
non-gravitational forces to worry about; all real sources and
observers are freely-falling. Knowledge of the tidal field in
the vicinity of the observers and along the photon path is
then all that is needed to calculate how the observers’ mo-
tions evolve and how photons exchanged between them get
redshifted. It does not matter that the gravity g is only de-
termined by local measurements up to an additive constant
vector as that has no effect on any measurements made by
observers in free-fall in the region where the tide has been
determined.2

So there is no ambiguity in defining the gravitational
field, or in calculating its influence on photons or observers’
trajectories. The only possible ambiguity here is that if there
is non-vanishing tidal field and if one tries to decompose the
redshift into a 1st order Doppler effect and a gravitational
effect then the latter will depend, possibly quite sensitively,
on the time at which one choses to compare velocities to
obtain the first order term. This is analogous to the inter-
pretation of the Bondi gravitational term as a correction of
the Doppler term from final time to average time (see also
Chodorowski 2011). But the redshift itself is not ambigu-
ous, and if the relative velocity is chosen to be either at the
time of emission, reception or, say, half way along the pho-
ton path there is no ambiguity. And, as we shall see, if we
compare the redshift to the change in separation D – which
involves an average of the velocity over the photon travel
time – there is no ambiguity either.

2 For example, while it is widely believed that the dipole
anisotropy of the microwave background is the result of our be-
ing accelerated by large-scale structure, it is possible that some of
the dipole is generated by a large-scale specific entropy gradient
(Gunn 1988), but this indeterminacy of the local value of g has
no effect on local dynamics within the milky way or within the
local supercluster say.

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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the results of reference 1 required by these con-
siderations is easily made. The matrix element
appropriate to a collision in which the (K, p) sys-
tem in a state g„ f is changed to a state g„ f
which can be the products of the K - p interaction,
is

where the U are the plane wave functions repre-
senting the relative (K, p) atom and proton co-
ordinates and H, the Hamiltonian, will be equal to
(e'/iR-r I) -(e'/IR -rhl), where R is the vec-
tor coordinate of the colliding proton and rp and
rI, are the coordinates of the proton and K meson
in the atom. For IR l) I r I a multipole expan-
sion of H can be made. Setting R =a, as in refer-
ence 1, the matrix element can be rewritten as

(V (a ) IV (a ))(g IH'lg ),
Pg p

where, with appropriate averaging of geometric
factors, the second term is precisely that evalu-
ated by Day. et al. In the first factor V represents
the radial part of the wave functions U, and the
square of this term has a value of 1/5 for S to P
transitions which are the most favorable. Changes
of more than one unit of angular momentum are
much more strongly forbidden. These corrections

modify the conclusions of reference 1 concern-
ing the n =6 state in the following way. The de-
population of the P level in any collision is es-
sentially unaffected but the reshuffling of other
states is much reduced and their direct depopula-
tion is largely forbidden. This greatly reduces
the transfer into the P level and the average
atomic lifetime is considerably increased, en-
hancing the importance of radiative transitions.
Calculations of the same kind as reported in
reference 1 lead then to the result that about 20 /p

of atoms in a n =6 state reach the 2P state in-
stead of the 1.4 %%d stated in reference 1.
The uncertainties involved in the estimates

made in this note, and also in reference 1, are
quite large, and the conclusions reached in these
calculations are not presented with the intention
of establishing that P-wave capture is large, or
that the Stark effect is unimportant. But we be-
lieve that these results do indicate the necessity
of a more detailed examination of the problem.

Day, Snows, and Sucher, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 61
(1959).
2L. B. Okun' and I. A. Pomeranchuk, J. Exptl.

Theoret. Phys. U. S.S.R. 34, 997 (1958) [translation:
Soviet Phys. JETP 34, 688 (1958)j.

GRAVITATIONAL RED-SHIFT IN NUCLEAR RESONANCE

R. V. Pound and G. A. Rebka, Jr.
Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts

(Received October 15, 1959)

It is widely considered desirable to check ex-
perimentally the view that the frequencies of
electromagnetic spectral lines are sensitive to
the gravitational potential at the position of the
emitting system. The several theories of rela-
tivity predict the frequency to be proportional to
the gravitational potential. Experiments are
proposed to observe the timekeeping of a "clock"
based on an atomic or molecular transition, when
held aloft in a rocket-launched satellite, relative
to a similar one kept on the ground. The fre-
quency v& and thus the timekeeping at height h is
related to that at the earth's surface p, according
to

b.v = v„-v0 = vugh/c'(1+h/R)
= v h x (1.09 x 10 i8),

where R is the radius of the earth and h is the
altitude measured in cm. Very high accuracy is
required of the clocks even with the altitudes
available with artificial satellites. Although
several ways of obtaining the necessary frequen-
cy stability look promising, it would be simpler
if a way could be found to do the experiment be-
tween fixed terrestrial points. In particular, if
an accuracy could be obtained allowing the meas-
urement of the shift between points differing as
little as one to ten kilometers in altitude, the
experiment could be performed between a moun-
tain and a valley, in a mineshaft, or in a bore-
hole.
Recently Mossbauer has discovered' a new

aspect of the emission and scattering of y rays
by nuclei in solids. A certain fraction f of y
rays of the nuclei of a solid are emitted without



How to understand the gravitational redshift in clusters?

• Pound and Rebka confirmed that accelerated observers on 
earth see same δλ/λ as rocketeers - in absence of gravity!

• but gravity is "transformed away" for freely-falling observers

• like galaxies in a cluster ….

• Textbooks: cosmological redshift caused by expansion of space

• But clusters are not expanding ….

• So naïve application of Einstein (Newton+Doppler) formula is 
questionable 



Redshift in homogeneous FLRW cosmology...

• Wavelength scales as a(t) - but why?

• Analogy with expanding reflecting cavity

• a) lots of little redshifts as photons bounce off walls

• b) symmetry - standing waves - fixed # of nodes

• either way: accumulated effect: λ ~ a(t)

from Peacock



Mathematics of radiation in "expanding space"
• In non-expanding space, extremizing the action

• S = ∫dt d3x L(∂tφ,∇xφ)

• with L = ((∂tφ)2 - (∇xφ)2)/2   (i.e. massless scalar field)
• Gives the wave equation with propagation speed c (unity here)

• ∂t2φ - ∇x2φ = 0
• Write physical coordinate x = a(t) r (‘comoving’ coordinate)

• δS = δ∫dt d3r L’(∂tφ,∇rφ) = 0

• with L’ = a(t)3 L (and ∇rφ = a(t) ∇xφ)

• Gives ∂t2φ + 3 H ∂tφ - a-2∇r2φ = 0

• expansion gives extra ‘damping’, or ‘friction’, term 3 H ∂tφ 
involving the expansion rate H = (da/dt)/a.

• standing waves (in r): energy density (∂tφ)2 ~ a-4

• Oscillator with (slowly) time varying frequency 

• adiabatic invariant E/ω~ a-3 - like n = #-density of photons

• Again, all consistent with thermodynamics and λ ~ a



 "what causes redshifts?" and why do we care?

• Various arguments support the "kinematic picture" for 
astronomical redshifts.

• redshifts come entirely from motions

• in nice accord with Equivalence Principle

• But clusters are not expanding!

• and observers, sources are freely falling

• so why would we see any gravitational redshift?

• At the very least one might have doubts about the Einstein/
Newton/Pound+Rebka picture

• What additional physics might there be?



The calculational framework



Zhao, Peacock & Li, 2012

• δz is not just a gravitational redshift

• Sources are moving, so we also see a

• transverse Doppler effect:

• 1st order Doppler effect averages to zero, but.... 

• to 2nd order <δz> = <v2/c2>/2

• can be understood as special relativistic time dilation - 
moving clocks run slow

• Generally of same order of magnitude as gravitational 
redshift from virial theorem, Jeans eq…

• Is that the full story?



No - there is another effect of same order

• Light cone effect

• if we observe  swarm of objects - using light as a messenger 
- we will tend to see more objects moving away from us than 
towards us

• this gives an extra red-shift

• also of the same order of magnitude as the gravitational 
redshift



Light-cone effect

• Light cone effect

• we will see more particles moving away from us in a 
photograph of a swarm of particles

• past light cone of event of our observation overtakes 
more galaxies moving away than coming towards us

• just as a runner on a trail sees more hikers going the 
other way...

• So not Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction effect

• phase space density contains a factor (1-v/c)

• <δz> = <(vlos/c)2>

• same sign as TD effect

• 2/3 magnitude (for isotropic orbits)



Quasar absorption lines



another view of the light-cone effect

• Consider a particle oscillating in a square well potential and 
emitting pulses at a steady rate (2N per period)

• Observer sees intervals between pulses red- or blue-shifted

• N short intervals followed by N long intervals

• In observation taken at a random time there is a greater chance 
to catch the particle when it is moving away

• In an observation of an ensemble of particles more particles 
will be seen going away from the observer 



• Why is the transverse Doppler effect a redshift?

• A source moving towards +x 
emits a photon as it passes x=0 

• We will see the photon red-shifted 
by a factor λ/λ0 = γ = (1 - v2/c2)-1/2  

• but the source created that 
photon from an amount of rest 
mass m0 such that m0c2 = hν0 

• and in our frame that much mass 
has energy γm0c2 > m0c2  

• so shouldn’t we see a blue-shift? 

• What about light from a cluster?

x

z

0



a thought experiment

• bake cake, light candles, spin the 
cake up on a turntable and measure 
the energy of the photons (in the 
lab frame)

• <1st order Doppler shift> = 0

• 2nd order transverse Doppler effect 
gives a redshift

• but the candles are moving....

• so they have more energy (in our 
frame) per unit rest mass...

• so shouldn’t we see a transverse 
Doppler blueshift? 

How do we
resolve this?



Transverse Doppler Effect: Redshift or Blueshift?
• Averaging over objects vs averaging over photons

• averaging over objects we will see a redshift

• but objects emitting isotropically in their rest frame do not 
emit isotropically in the lab frame - more photons come 
out in the forward direction - and these have a blue shift 
on average in the lab frame

• this flips the sign of the effect

• e.g. unresolved objects show blue shift (e.g. stars in the BCG 
or low resolution 21cm radio for integrated cluster z)

• here we have a hybrid situation:

• redshifts are measured for objects

• but objects are selected according to flux density



Surface brightness modulation

• Line of sight velocity changes surface 
brightness

• relativistic beaming (aberration) plus 
change of frequency

• but doesn’t change the surface area

• so velocities modulate luminosity

• depends on SED: δL/L = (3 + α)v/c

• α ~= 2, so big amplification

• spectroscopic sample is flux limited at 
mr=17.8

• Δn/n = - d ln n(>Llim(Z))/d ln L * ΔL/L

• opposite sign to LC, TD effects, but 
larger because the sample here is limited 
to bright end of the luminosity function

Gravitational Redshifts in Clusters 3

Figure 1. Spectral index vs. redshift for representative galaxy
types observed in Sloan r-band

luminosity function does not, and the parameters are not
very different from the field galaxy luminosity function, so
we will use the latter, as determined by Montero-Dorta &
Prada (2009), as a proxy. Their estimate of the LF obtained
from the r-band magnitudes K-corrected to Z = 0.1 has
M∗ − 5 log10 h = −20.7 and faint end slope of α = −1.26.
The resulting d ln n(> L)/d ln L, computed using the flux
limit r = 17.77 appropriate for the SDSS spectroscopic sam-
ple used by WHH, is shown as the dot-dash curve in figure
2.

Finally, we would like to compute the average of (3 +
α)d ln n(> L)/d ln L over the galaxies used. The 7,800 clus-
ters used by WHH were selected by applying a richness
limit to the parent GMBCG catalog (Hao, J., et al. 2010)
that contains 55,000 clusters extending to Z = 0.55. These
clusters were derived from the SDSS photometric catalog
that is much deeper than the spectroscopic catalog. Con-
sequently, at the low redshifts where the spectroscopically
selected galaxies live, this parent catalog is essentially vol-
ume limited for the clusters used, so the redshift distribu-
tion for the cluster members used is essentially the same
as that for the redshift distribution for the entire spec-
troscopic sample, save for the fact that the GMBCG cat-
alog has a lower redshift limit Zlim = 0.1, which is very
close to the redshift where dN/dZ = Z2n(Z) peaks. This is
the bell shaped curve in figure 2. Combining these we find
⟨d ln n/d ln L⟩ =

R

dZ Z2n(Z)d ln n/d ln L/
R

dZ Z2n(Z) ≃
2.0 with integration range 0.1 < Z < 0.4, and the average
⟨(3 + α(Z))d ln n(> L)/d ln L⟩ ≃ 10. This may be a slight
overestimate, as the cluster catalogue is not precisely vol-
ume limited and the actual dN/dZ may lie a little below the
solid curve in figure 2 at the highest redshifts.

With this value, the surface brightness modulation ef-
fect is roughly a factor 10 larger in amplitude than the light-
cone effect, but has opposite sign. For isotropic orbits the
combination of these gives a blue-shift 6 times as large as
the TD effect so the overall effect is therefore similar in am-
plitude to the TD effect but with opposite sign, so it causes
the total observed effect to be larger than the gravitational
effect alone rather than smaller.

Figure 2. The dot-dash curve is the logarithmic derivative of
the comoving density of objects above the luminosity limit as a
function of redshift. The bell-shaped curve is dN/dZ = Z2n(Z)
and the solid curve is that truncated at the minimum redshift
imposed by the parent cluster catalogue. The mean of the log-
derivative, averaged over the redshift distribution turns out to be
≃ 2.0.

4 EFFECT OF SECULAR INFALL

The discussion so far has focused mostly on the stable, viri-
alised regions. Clusters, however, are evolving structures and
the mass within a fixed physical radius M(< r) will in gen-
eral be changing. In the outer parts of clusters there will
be infall and the mass will be increasing with time. In the
centres of clusters there may be softening of the cores in
which would reduce the mass and would have an associated
outflow.

The combination of infall and the associated Ṁ will re-
sult in a positive offset of the mean line of sight velocity
since the density will be slightly higher in front of the clus-
ter where we see the galaxies later and these galaxies will
be moving against us. There is also a potentially larger ef-
fect from the fact that along any line of sight we observe
galaxies that lie in a cone that will be wider at the back
of the cluster, and at the same order, we need to allow for
the bias caused by the fact that the more distant galaxies
will be fainter. These geometric and flux limit effects, whose
effects on the foreground and background galaxies was dis-
cussed by Kim and Croft (2004), will cause a back/front
anisotropy in the number of galaxies within the clusters
∆N/N ∼ 2H∆r(1− δ(Z))/cz while the change in the phys-
ical density with time caused by the infall will cause an
asymmetry ∆N/N ∼ (r/c)(Ṁ/M) ∼ Hr/c, where we have
assumed that the mass within radius r for the ensemble av-
erage cluster is changing on a cosmological timescale. Evi-
dently, for low redshift clusters, the geometric and flux limit
effects will tend to be the largers.

To order of magnitude, the mean offset induced is
⟨βz⟩ ∼ H2r2/c2z. The gravitational potential, for compar-
ison, is Φ/c2 ∼ (δρ/ρ)H2r2/c2 where δρ/ρ ≃ 200 at the
virial radius. Thus, within the virialized region, this geo-
metric term is small compared to the gravitational redshift,
but further out at the turnaround radius where δρ/ρ ∼ 5,
this is a substantial correction.

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Corrected grav-z measurement

• Fairly easy to correct for 
TD+LC+SB effects

• TD depends on vel. disp. 
anisotropy

• LC+SB directly measured

• net effect is a blue-shift

• ~-9km/s in centre, falling 
to ~-6km/s at larger r

• minor effects from infall/
outflow velocity

• Substantial change in 
measured grav-z term

• but still consistent with 
dynamical mass estimate
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Supplementary Figure 2 Velocity dispersion profile of the composite cluster (left panel) and
constraints on the concentration parameter cv and the logarithmic slope of the mass distribution
α (right panel) from fitting the velocity dispersion profile with an isotropic (blue) or anisotropic
(red) model of galaxy orbits. The solid lines in the left panel show the best-fitting profiles of the
velocity dispersion profile. The contours in the right panel are the boundaries of the 1σ and 2σ
confidence regions of the likelihood function. The error bars in the left panel represent the range
containing 68 per cent of the marginal probability.
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Figure 1 Velocity distributions of galaxies combined from 7, 800 SDSS galaxy clusters. The line-
of-sight velocity (vlos) distributions are plotted in four bins of the projected cluster-centric distances
R. They are sorted from the top to bottom according to the order of radial bins indicated in the
upper left corner and offset vertically by an arbitrary amount for presentation purposes. Red lines
present the histograms of the observed galaxy velocities in the cluster rest frame and black solid
lines show the best fitting models. The model assumes a linear contribution from the galaxies
which do not belong to the cluster and a quasi-Gaussian contribution from the cluster members
(see SI for more details). The cluster rest frames and centres are defined by the redshifts and the
positions of the brightest cluster galaxies. The error bars represent Poisson noise.
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Figure 3. Data points from figure 2 of WHH and prediction based
on mass-traces-light cluster halo profile and measured velocity
dispersions as described in the main text. The dashed line is the
gravitational redshift prediction, which is similar to the WHH
model prediction. The dot-dash line is the transverse Doppler
effect. The dotted line is the LC effect. The triple dot-dash line
is the surface brightness effect. The solid curve is the combined
effect.

would appear to be discrepant, but only at about the 1.5-
sigma level.

The NFW model predicts δz ≃ −10 km s−1/c for the
outer measurements r ≃ 3.3, 5.3Mpc, and the measurements
straddle this value. While this model may provide a reason-
able description for isolated clusters in the virialised domain,
it is not at all clear that it is appropriate to describe the com-
posite cluster being studied here. Tavio et al. (2008) have
claimed that beyond the virial radius the density in numer-
ical LCDM simulations actually falls off like ρ ∼ 1/r rather
than the ρ ∼ 1/r3 asymptote for the NFW profile, and the
extended peculiar in-fall velocities found by Cecccarelli et

al. (2011) also argue for shallow cluster profiles, but it is not
clear that these results are widely accepted.

An alternative, and possibly more reliable, approach is
to assume that galaxies trace the mass reasonably well, in
which case the density profile of the stacked cluster has the
same shape as the cluster-galaxy cross correlation function
(e.g. Lilje & Efstathiou, 1988; Croft et al , 1997). This has a
power-law dependence ρ ∼ r−γ with γ ≃ 2.2, i.e. intermedi-
ate between the NFW and Tavio et al. model predictions.

For space density ρ(r) = ρ0(r/r0)
−γ , where r0 is an ar-

bitrary fiducial radius, the potential is Φ(r) = Φ0(r/r0)
2−γ

and the 1-D velocity disperson, for isotropic orbits, is
σ2(r) = σ2

0(r/r0)
2−γ with Φ0 = 2((1 − γ)/(2 − γ))σ2

0 .
The projected velocity dispersion measured is related to

the 3-D velocity dispersion by σ2(r⊥)/σ2(r) =
R

dy y2−γ(1+

y2)−γ/2 but the projected potential is related to the 3-
D potential in the same way, so the projected quantities
are related by Φ(r⊥) = 2((1 − γ)/(2 − γ))σ2(r⊥). This
is the potential relative to infinity. The difference in pro-
jected potential between two projected radii r1 and r2 is
Φ(r2) − Φ(r1) ≃ 12σ2(r1)(1 − (r1/r2)

0.2) for γ = 2.2. The
resulting GR effect is shown as the dashed line in figure 3
and is actually quite similar to the shape of the profile for
the WHH NFW composite model.

The FWHM of the bell-shaped velocity distributions in

WHH figure 1 appear to decrease by about 15% between
the inner-bin and the outer points. This is reasonably con-
sistent with the expected σ2 ∝ r−0.2 trend predicted if
galaxies trace mass, but this is perhaps fortuitous since the
outer points are well outside the virial radius. Regardless
of whether the galaxies at large radius are equilibrated or
not, we can use the change in the observed velocity disper-
sion with radius to obtain the differential TD+LC+SB effect
which is shown, added to the GR effect, as the solid line in
figure 3. The kinematic effects flatten out the predicted pro-
file, so the prediction is quite different from the gravitational
redshift alone.

The situation is clearly rather complicated, especially
when using BGCs as the origin of coordinates since the ef-
fects depend on things like the relative velocities of the top
ranked pair of cluster galaxies, and on the BCG halo prop-
erties, that are quite poorly known. However, those factors
only influence the prediction for the innermost data point.
The empirically based theoretical prediction for the profile
of the redshift offset for the hot population as a function
of impact parameter at r⊥ > 0.6Mpc is the most robust;
if galaxies are reasonable tracers of the mass then profile
should be very flat, quite unlike the GR effect from a NFW
profile. The predicted GR and total effects are shown in fig-
ure 3. However, this analysis ignores the effect of secular
infall and out-flow which we consider next.

6 EFFECT OF INFALL AND OUTFLOW

The discussion so far has focused mostly on the stable,
virialised regions. Clusters, however, are evolving structures
and the mass within any fixed physical radius M(r) will in
general be changing. Outside of the virial radius (generally
considered, inspired by the spherical collapse model, to be
the radius within which the mean enclosed mass density is
3π/Gt2) we expect to see net infall, and the enclosed mass at
those radii will be increasing with time, while at still larger
radii there will be outflow tending asymptotically toward the
Hubble flow. In the spherical collapse model the transition
from inflow to outflow takes place at the turnaround radius
where the mean enclosed mass density is ρt = 3π/32Gt2.
This is for a matter dominated Universe; allowing for a cos-
mological constant makes only a small change (Lokas & Hoff-
man, 2001).

For the empirically motivated ρ = ρ0(r/r0)
−γ

model the mean enclosed mass is ρ(r) = 3(γ −
1)(2πG)−1σ2

0rγ−2
0 r−γ and the nominal virial radius is rvir =

((γ − 1)σ2
0rγ−2

0 t2/2π2)1/γ ≃ 1.8Mpc using γ = 2.2, r0 =
1Mpc, σ0 = 545 km/s and t ≃ 1/H = 1/(70 kms−1/Mpc)
and turnaround is at rt ≃ 8.7Mpc.

In the centres of clusters there may be softening of the
cores which would reduce the enclosed mass and would have
an associated outflow.

In any single cluster, the density may be changing
rapidly — on the local dynamical timescale — especially
during mergers and as clumps rain in, but for a compos-
ite cluster such as considered here these rapid changes will
average out and the mass can only change on a cosmologi-
cal timescale: Ṁ ∼ HM . For power law profile with γ ≃ 2
M ≃ 4πρr3 and Ṁ ≃ 4πρr2v, where v is the mean infall ve-
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Is it useful?
• Probe of curvature of space in GR?

• matter tells space how to curve

• space tells matter how to move....

• Like how lensing tests gravity?

• Not quite:

• motion of galaxies & grav-z are determined only by gtt

• both measure the "curvature of time"

• It is really a test of the equivalence principle

• A test of theories with extra long-range non-gravitational 
“fifth” forces

• Common feature of string-inspired cosmology; models 
where DM and DE interact; f(R) gravity …..

• though such theories are already constrained by X-ray 
temp. vs galaxy motions in clusters....



Conclusions

• Gravitational redshifts in clusters of galaxies have been 
measured!

• Technically challenging but apparently real and prospects for 
better measurements and extension to larger scales is 
promising.

• Potentially useful test of alternatives to GR & 5th forces

• But also interesting as a "sand-box" that illustrates some 
subtleties of simple special relativity + Newtonian gravity

• Effect raises some questions of principle about how to think 
about redshifts in cosmology and astronomy in general.

• There is still room for interesting small-scale science in the 
epoch of big cosmology projects





• Relativistic trains - what causes length contraction?
• A train accelerates 

out of the station 

• with identical thrust 
applied to each of 
the carriages 

• It becomes length 
contracted - as seen 
by a trackside 
observer - as it 
speeds up 

• But what if it is two 
trains - does a gap 
develop between 
them? 

• What if the carriages 
are all decoupled - 
don’t they follow 
parallel paths?

x

time

time

x



How can LIGO possibly work?
• LIGO is like a Michelson interferometer 

• Equal length arms -> equal number of 
waves per arm -> destructive 
interference ->  no light comes out of 
the “dark port” 

• Changing the length perturbs the 
destructive interference -> light out

• But GWs are “ripples of the fabric of space-time”  

• They change the distances between the (freely falling) mirrors 

• But don’t they also stretch the waves of light by the same amount? 

• like expansion of space in cosmology causing the redshift 

• so we’ll have same number of waves -> and no light will come out?


